
 

High-tech tool predicts fire behavior in bark
beetle-ravaged forests
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During the Las Conchas fire of 2011, a Los Alamos resident watches the Jemez
Mountains burn just a few miles west of town and near LANL.

Fire fighters facing fast-moving wildfires need better tools to predict
erratic fire behavior, especially in forests with dead trees caused by
massive outbreaks of bark beetles whose predations create an abundance
of dead fuel and changes in the tree canopy structure.

Tools typically available to incident commanders and fire crews are not
designed for these potentially highly variable conditions and may not
provide accurate fire behavior predictions, scientists have determined.
When the High Park Fire in Colorado burned through rugged terrain and
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populated areas last month, the forest was already ravaged by bark
beetles and the fire took advantage.

A high-tech computer model called HIGRAD/FIRETEC, the
cornerstone of a collaborative effort between US Forest Service Rocky
Mountain Research Station and Los Alamos National Laboratory,
provides insights that are essential for front-line fire fighters. The
science team is looking into levels of bark beetle-induced conditions that
lead to drastic changes in fire behavior and how variable or erratic the
behavior is likely to be. The research team, led by Carolyn Sieg at
RMRS and Rodman Linn at LANL, includes colleagues from Colorado
State University, RMRS' Fire Laboratory in Missoula, and USFS Forest
Health Management. The work is also supported by National Fire Plan
funding from US Forest Service Research and Development Washington
Office.

HIGRAD/FIRETEC is a physics-based, 3-D computer code designed to
simulate the constantly changing, interactive relationship between fire
and its environment. It does so by representing the interactions among
fire, fuels, atmosphere and topography on a landscape scale. HIGRAD is
a computational fluid-dynamics model that represents airflow and its
adjustments to terrain, different types of fuel (vegetation) and the fire
itself. FIRETEC combines physics models that represent combustion,
heat transfer, aerodynamic drag and turbulence.

To model fire behavior, researchers used data collected in forests and
woodlands that have been attacked by a variety of bark beetles. A
current focus is on better understanding which changes in fire behavior
are due to increased dead fuel versus changes in canopy structure that
allow high wind speeds to push the fire more easily.

By discovering the ways that highly variable rates and patterns of tree
death affect fire behavior it will be possible to better predict the
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likelihood of dangerous changes in the wildfire's activity. This ongoing
research is important, as most fire models are not well suited to explain
fire behavior associated with fluctuating winds in highly variable fuels.

HIGRAD/FIRETEC simulates the dynamic processes that occur within a
fire and the way those processes feed off and alter each other. The
simulation thus provides much more realistic fire behavior predictions.
The model realistically incorporates low fuel-moisture contents of dead
needles on the trees. This is particularly important when fires burn
through vegetation in which there are patches of dead trees. In this
situation dead trees serve as catalysts for tree-top "crown" fires that
subsequently consume live trees. Determining the conditions where such
behavior exists has not been possible using approaches that assumed the
forest conditions had average moisture conditions and were
homogenous.

Using advanced computational resources at LANL, the research team
believes it can better understand processes that lead to improved
operational models of fires. Ultimately, the goal is to gain greater
insights from modeling that will lead to greater safety for fire fighters
and better protection of people in the path of wildfires.

  More information: To learn more about HIGRAD/FIRETEC, see: 
www.rmrs.nau.edu/fwe/HotTopics.php
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